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Executive Director Karen Molchanow,

As an extremely concerned citizen, I want to thank you for your role in revising the
Pennsylvania Science, Technology, and Environment and Ecology standards! I am alarmed at
the lack of certain materials in the proposed Integrated Standards for Science, Environment
and Ecology in grades 6-12 and how it may leave Pennsylvania students at a disadvantage in
the future!!

As a Science Teacher/Environmental Educator, Engineering/STEM Professional, and a
Science/Environmental/Energy/Climate change/Sustainability Advocate, I wholeheartedly
encourage you to include Climate and Environmental Literacy in your state education
standards!! It will be extremely important for students to understand these topics in order to
become well-rounded citizens!!

The standards as proposed leave out critical topics, namely Environment, Ecology, and
Agriculture, as part of its performance expectations! For years, teachers have been required to
teach these subjects through clear requisites in past independent state standards. To ensure
they continue to receive the attention they need and deserve, they MUST be included in the
proposed integrated standards for secondary level education as a separate, fifth domain!!
Watershed and wetlands, agriculture and society, and integrated pest management should
also be covered through individual performance expectations!

Climate and environmental literacy is and will be an essential skill to prepare Pennsylvania
students to actively participate in a green economy and remain competitive in the workforce as
it continues to evolve!! Without them, there is a strong chance they will be left behind!!

I strongly encourage you to include Environment, Ecology, and Agriculture as a fifth, separate
domain in the proposed standards to ensure they receive the attention they need and deserve
and ensure Pennsylvania students have the necessary skillset to succeed in the workforce!!

Thank you for your work setting up the Commonwealth with a bright and green future!

Brad Snyder 
bksnyder13@gmail.com 
8887 Dallas Lane N. 
Maple Grove, Minnesota 55369
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